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Abstract—Recent advancements in graph-based analysis and
solutions of instantly decodable network coding (IDNC) trigger
the interest to extend them to more complicated opportunistic
network coding (ONC) scenarios, with limited increase in com-
plexity. In this paper, we design a simple IDNC-like graph model
for a specific subclass of ONC, by introducing a more generalized
definition of its vertices and the notion of vertex aggregation in
order to represent the storage of non-instantly-decodable packets
in ONC. Based on this representation, we determine the set
of pairwise vertex adjacency conditions that can populate this
graph with edges so as to guarantee decodability or aggregation
for the vertices of each clique in this graph. We then develop
the algorithmic procedures that can be applied on the designed
graph model to optimize any performance metric for this ONC
subclass. A case study on reducing the completion time shows
that the proposed framework improves on the performance of
IDNC and gets very close to the optimal performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opportunistic network coding (ONC) was recently shown to
provide fast and tailored packet delivery according to real-time
demands of receivers and their side information [1]–[5]. The
philosophy behind ONC is to exploit the previously stored
source packets and undecoded packet combinations at the
receivers in selecting subsequent combinations to maximize
the network gains. By an undecoded packet combination for
a given receiver, we mean a coded combination of source
packets including more than one missing source packet at
that receiver, thus preventing it from decoding a new source
packet when received. Despite the benefits in storing such
combinations for future decoding instances, exploring these
benefits makes the proposed ONC algorithms in the literature
highly complex and unscalable, as they need to examine an
exploding number of sets and virtual queues to find suitable
network codes. Moreover, there does not exist a general ONC
framework to optimize any desired metric in a network.
On the other hand, many advancements have been achieved
in analyzing, optimizing, and designing simple algorithms
for a special subclass of ONC, namely instantly decodable
network coding (IDNC), which does not allow any receiver
to store undecoded packet combinations. These advancement
were made possible thanks to the IDNC’s simple graph
model [6]–[10]. Despite the promising performance and easy
scalability of the proposed IDNC algorithms, the fact of
not storing and exploiting undecoded packet combinations in
future decoding instances remains a clear limitation against
exploring further performance improvements.
The above facts motivate the possibility of simplifying the
algorithm design for general ONC, by creating a simple IDNC-
like graph model for it. Indeed, if such model is found,
we can extend the IDNC graph-based analysis to ONC, and
thus design graph-based ONC algorithms with no or limited
increase in complexity. For this ONC graph to be IDNC-like,
it should be simple to construct using only pairwise vertex
adjacency conditions (P-VACs) that generate graph edges only
based on pairwise vertex relations (as opposed to examining
the sets and virtual queues of all the receivers, which is
the complicating factor in current ONC algorithms). Yet, it
should both capture the new properties that result from storing
undecoded packet combinations and represent the possibility
of utilizing them in future decoding instances.
In this paper, we focus on a subclass of ONC, which
we will refer to as Order 2 ONC (O2-ONC). Unlike IDNC,
receivers in O2-ONC are allowed to store and utilize Order-
2 innovative packets (O2-IPs), which are initially defined
for any given receiver as the coded packets including only
two missing source packets at this receiver (We will revisit
this definition in Definition 2). But even with this one step
extension from IDNC, the graph representation of O2-ONC is
not trivial. In particular, one needs to properly cater for both
the generation of vertices representing stored O2-IPs, and the
vertex manipulations when further O2-IPs are stored. Proper
P-VACs must also be derived between these newly defined
vertices, such that the graph cliques represent valid packet
combinations providing instantaneous benefits to their vertices.
One contribution of this paper is the definition of a new
vertex representation for the O2-ONC graph, the novel concept
of vertex aggregation, and the set of P-VACs that can populate
this graph with edges, so as to guarantee decodability or
aggregation for all the vertices of each clique. Another main
contribution is developing algorithmic procedures that can be
applied on the designed graph model to optimize any O2-
ONC performance metric. We finally present a case study on
solving the completion time problem for O2-ONC using our
proposed framework and compare the results to both IDNC
and the optimal performance over all linear network codes.
We conclude this section by noting that our earlier work in
[11] could only represent some of the information that stored
O2-IPs bring, by adding extra vertices to the conventional
IDNC graph, whereas this work re-builds the entire graph to
capture all information about any stored O2-IP at the receivers.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless sender transmitting a frame N of
source packets to a set M of receivers. We assume that the
receivers initially hold different (possibly overlapping) subsets
of these packets and the sender aims to deliver the rest of these
packets to them. At any snapshot of time during this delivery
process, two sets of packets are attributed to each receiver i:
• The Has set (Hi) is defined as the set of source packets
(that is, excluding O2-IPs) received by receiver i.
• The Wants set (Wi) is defined as N \Hi.
Due to the diversity in this side information at different
receivers, the sender employs ONC to deliver the missing
packets. At each transmission, the sender must make a decision
on which source packets to combine and send to benefit a
certain set of receivers, given the O2-ONC constraint. In other
words, the sender must select these coded combinations with
the knowledge that any receiver will discard a packet if it is
neither instantly decodable nor O2-innovative, which makes
such combination of no benefit to this receiver.
In the rest of the paper, we will use r, p and P to denote
receivers, source packets and combinations of source packets,
respectively. Also, a packet combination P can be interchange-
ably interpreted, according to the context, as either the set of
source packets in this packet combination or the coded packet
resulting from combining these source packets. Moreover, the
sender is assumed to use either higher Galois field operations
or triangular XORs (interested readers are refereed to [12])
in the encoding processes, such that any receiver ri having n
O2-IPs P1, . . . ,Pn can decode a set x =
⋃n
k=1 (Pk ∩Wi) of
source packets if |x| = n. In other words, all received and
stored O2-IPs are all assumed to be linearly independent from
each other. This is a common assumption in most works on
ONC algorithm design and can be guaranteed almost surely
by employing an appropriate Galois field size or appropriate
overhead in triangular XORs at the sender.
III. BACKGROUND ON IDNC GRAPH
The IDNC graph defines the set of all feasible instantly
decodable packet combinations for the IDNC paradigm and
determines the instantly decoding receivers of each of them.
This graph G(V, E) is constructed by first inducing a vertex
vi,j in V for each pj ∈ Wi, ∀ ri ∈ M. In other words, any
vertex vi,j represents a wanted pj by ri.
The P-VACs in the IDNC graph are set as follows. Two
vertices vi,j and vk,l in V are connected by an edge in E if
any one of the following conditions is true:
• C1: pj = pl ⇒ The two vertices represent the need of pj
by two different receivers ri and rk.
• C2: pj ∈ Hk and pl ∈ Hi ⇒ The wanted packet of each
vertex is in the Has set of the receiver of the other vertex.
It can be easily shown that the set of P-VACs are necessary
and sufficient conditions for the possibility of serving all
the demands of the vertices of any clique in the graph by
one transmission, consisting of either one source packet or
an XOR of several source packets that are identified by the
clique vertices [6], [7]. It can also be easily shown that the
construction of this graph needs O(M2N) operations, such
that M = |M| and N = |N | [6].
IV. O2-ONC GRAPH: VERTICES
Similar to the IDNC graph, each vertex of a given receiver
in the O2-ONC graph should represent the need to receive
a certain packet that benefits this receiver. Since IDNC does
not allow the storage of undecoded packet combinations, the
only benefit that the sender can achieve by serving vi,j is
the delivery of pj to ri, which makes ri one step closer to
completing the reception of all its required source packets.
By removing vi,j after its service, the number of vertices
belonging to ri in the IDNC graph represents the number of
needed packets until its service completion.
Now, in addition to the above notion, storing O2-IPs in O2-
ONC extends the extent of receiver benefits. Indeed, when ri,
having pj and pl in Wi, receives and stores a packet pj ⊕ pl
at the n-th transmission, it requires the reception of one of
these packets or their combination (either with other GF(4)
coefficients or with triangular XOR) to decode both packets.
So, after the reception of this packet combination pj ⊕ pl
in the n-th transmission, ri becomes one step closer to its
service completion. Indeed, if ri had to receive |Wi| packets to
reach completion before the n-th transmission, it now needs to
benefit from only |Wi|−1 transmissions to reach completion.
This instance and this change of receiver requirements must
be reflected in the O2-ONC graph. The packets pj and pl
should not be represented by two vertices vi,j and vi,l any
longer because they can be both decoded by one transmission.
Thus, we define a new vertex representation vi,j∪l that can
represent this fact by only one vertex in the O2-ONC graph.
We will refer to this notion as vertex aggregation as it can be
seen as the aggregation of the two vertices vi,j and vi,l into
one bigger vertex. This description motivates the following
generalization of the vertex definition in the O2-ONC graph.
Definition 1 (Generalized Definition of Vertices). A vertex
vi,x in the O2-ONC graph represents both:
• A set x of packets, |x| ≥ 1, desired by ri.
• A set of |x| − 1 stored O2-IPs P1, . . . ,P|x|−1 at ri, such
that all the following is true ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , |x| − 1}:
– Pk ⊆ x ∪Hi.
– Pk ∩ x 6= ∅.
–
⋃n
k=1 (Pk ∩Wi) = x
In other words, ri has |x| − 1 O2-IPs, each of which
including a subset or all the source packets of x and
strictly NO source packets in Wi \ x. Moreover, these
packets must collectively include all the elements of x.
We will call the x index of vertex vi,x as the packet set
of this vertex. We further define the dimension of a vertex
vi,x as the cardinality of its packet set x (i.e. |x|). It is
important to mention here that Definition 1 is introduced only
for theoretical explanations and will not be practically used
to generate vertices in the O2-ONC graph, as this will result
in a large complexity. As will be explained in Section VI-A,
the O2-ONC graph luckily starts as an IDNC graph as no
receiver stores any O2-IPs in the beginning of the delivery
phase. Vertex aggregation will thus occur progressively after
each transmission if needed using a much simpler procedure.
According to the above generalized definition of vertices in
the O2-ONC graph, all the packets in the set x of each vertex
vi,x can be decoded by only one packet combination P when
both following decodability conditions hold:
• P ⊆ x ∪Hi.
• P ∩ x 6= ∅.
Indeed, when such packet is received by ri, it can cancel the
packets inHi, such that the remaining combination has packets
that are all in x. Thus, ri will possess now |x| independent
linear equations in |x| variables, which can be used to decode
all the packets in x. Also note that the above definition includes
the IDNC-type vertices when |x| = 1 (which represents |x| −
1 = 0 stored O2-IPs). The above concepts about generalized
vertices are illustrated by Example 1 in Appendix A.
The following lemma extends the above notion of vertex
aggregation to this new generalized definition of vertices.
Lemma 1. For any two vertices vi,x and vi,y , |x|, |y| ≥ 1, if
receiver ri receives a packet combination P , such that
• P ⊆ {x ∪ y ∪Hi}
• P ∩ x 6= ∅ and P ∩ y 6= ∅,
then, these two vertices can be aggregated into one single
vertex vi,x∪y .
Proof: The proof can be found in Appendix B
The proof of Lemma 1 sheds light onto an extended defi-
nition for the O2-IPs that matches the new vertex definition.
Definition 2 (O2-IPs and Aggregating Packets). A packet
combination P is said to be an O2-IP (or an aggregating
packet) for ri if and only if ri has two vertices vi,x and vi,y
such that:
• P ⊆ {x ∪ y ∪Hi}
• P ∩ x 6= ∅ and P ∩ y 6= ∅
In other words, the elements of P that are not in Hi must
belong to the packet sets of only 2 vertices of receiver ri.
Note that we called these packets defined in Definition 2 as
aggregating packets because when ri receives such packets,
both vertices vi,x and vi,y will be aggregated into only one
vertex vi,x∪y as mandated by Lemma 1. This concept is
illustrated by Example 2 in Appendix A.
V. O2-ONC GRAPH: EDGES AND P-VACS
As in the IDNC graph, an edge between any two vertices in
the O2-ONC graph should reflect a possibility of simultaneous
benefit for their receivers. More generally, for any group of
vertices forming a clique, there must exist a packet combina-
tion that can simultaneously benefit all the receivers inducing
these vertices. We will refer to this property as the clique
benefit property and to the cliques that satisfy this property as
proper cliques.
Definition 3 (Proper Cliques and Proper K-Cliques). A proper
clique in the O2-ONC graph is a clique for which there exists
at least one packet combination that can either decode (hence
remove) or further aggregate each and every vertex of that
clique. A proper K-clique is a proper clique of size K (i.e. a
proper clique that consists of K vertices).
Example 3 in Appendix A depicts an illustration of a
proper 3-clique. As mentioned in Section I, edges should
be generated through P-VACs, which consider only pairwise
relations between any two vertices it may connect. Similar
to IDNC, this property is important to ensure that we do not
significantly increase the graph construction complexity. At
the same time, these P-VACs must be designed such that they
can guarantee that all generated cliques in the O2-ONC graph
are proper.
A. Simple P-VACs
By first looking at the edge level (i.e. 2-cliques), it is not
difficult to show that they can be made proper if the following
set of Simple P-VACs are defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Simple P-VACs). Two vertices vi,x and vk,y are
adjacent in the O2-ONC graph according to one of the two
following benefiting conditions (BC):
• BC1: If x ∩ y 6= ∅ ⇒ vi,x is set adjacent to vk,y with
no other conditions.
• BC2: If x∩ y = ∅ ⇒ vi,x is set adjacent to vk,y only if
x ∩Hk 6= ∅ AND y ∩Hi 6= ∅
Example 3 in Appendix A shows that the above conditions
can generate proper 2-cliques and proper 3-cliques. However,
the following theorem shows the limitations on these P-VACs
in generating proper K-cliques for K > 3.
Theorem 1. The Simple P-VACs guarantee the formation of
K-proper cliques for K ≤ 3. Moreover, considering Condition
BC1 only, proper K-cliques can be guaranteed for K ≤ 4.
Proof: The proof can be found in Appendix C
B. Constraining BC2
It is clear from Theorem 1 that BC2 is more critical than
BC1. Indeed, when added to BC1, BC2 reduces the bound on
the largest K for which the Simple P-VACs can guarantee the
formation of proper K-cliques. Actually, it easy to show that,
even if one element of the packet set of one vertex is not in
the Has set of its adjacent vertex according to BC2, proper
cliques cannot be guaranteed for K > 3. This is illustrated in
Example 4 in Appendix A.
Consequently, this condition should be restricted to its most
by enforcing the following new condition:
Definition 5 (BC2∗: Constrained BC2). Two vertices vi,x and
vk,y , such that x ∩ y = ∅, are adjacent only if x ⊆ Hk and
y ⊆ Hi.
Note that this is the trivial generalization of Condition C2
in the IDNC graph for vertices representing the demand of
different source packets.
C. Constraining BC1
In this section, we aim to find a valid constraining of BC1.
Similar to BC2, we may think of the trivial generalization of
C1 in the IDNC graph by setting two vertices vi,x and vk,y
adjacent only if x = y. Nonetheless, we will show in the next
theorem that we can still construct proper cliques with less
restrictive conditions.
Theorem 2. If the adjacency between any two vertices vi,x
and vk,y , such that x ∩ y 6= ∅, is set only if the following
benefiting condition is satisfied:
BC1∗ :

x ⊆ y |y| ≥ |x| = 1
|x ∩ y| ≥ |x| − 1 |y| = |x| ≥ 2
|(x \ Hk) ∩ y| ≥ |x \ Hk| − 1 |y| > |x| ≥ 2,
(1)
then all resulting cliques between such vertices are proper.
Proof: The proof can be found in Appendix D.
VI. O2-ONC GRAPH: ALGORITHMIC PROCEDURES
After defining the vertices and P-VACs of our proposed
graph model and developing a good understanding of its
properties, we can now describe the procedures that any
algorithm should follow in order to optimize any desired
metric in O2-ONC.
A. Graph Construction
Before the start of the delivery process, no receiver has
stored O2-IP yet and thus the graph starts as an IDNC graph.
This will require O(MN) steps as the maximum possible
number of vertices in the graph is equal to MN (when all
receivers have no packets at all). Along the delivery process,
the vertices of the graph progressively aggregate at each in-
stance (if any) a receiver stores an O2-IP that satisfy Lemma 1.
Consequently, there will be no need to use Definition 1 to
generate the vertices before each transmission.
With the vertices established, each pair are checked to
determine whether they should be set adjacent (i.e. whether
they satisfy either of the P-VACs BC1∗ or BC2∗). Since
this check needs to be made for every two vertices without
repetition, we need a
(
V
2
)
checks, V being the graph’s vertex
set size bounded by O(MN). Thus, the overall complexity of
the edge generation process is O(M2N2).
B. Served Vertex Selection
Similar to IDNC, the selection of a packet combination is
usually done to achieve a specific target, such as minimizing
the completion time [6], minimizing the decoding delay [7],
minimizing the in-order-delivery delay [13] or providing a
certain metric of quality of service [9], [14]. Usually, these
metrics can be represented by assigning a weight wi,x to each
vertex vi,x in the graph, which gives a certain priority of
service to its receiver or its packet set in order to achieve
the target. Thus, the clique selection can be done by solving
a maximum weight clique problem on the constructed graph.
It is well known that finding or approximating the maximum
weight clique in a graph is NP-hard [15]. However, there exist
several exact algorithms that solve this problem in polynomial
time for moderate size graphs ( [16] and references therein).
Nonetheless, the complexity of these algorithms may still be
prohibitive for some applications [16]. In this case, [6], [7] and
many other recent works in the IDNC context have developed
an O(M2N) iterative vertex search procedure and showed
that it can achieve a very small degradation compared to
the optimal clique selection. First, define the modified weigh
ωi,x(Gs) for each vertex vi,x in the sub-graph Gs as:
ωi,x(Gs) = wi,x ·
∑
vk,y∈NGs (vk,y)
wk,y (2)
where NGs(vi,x) is the set of vertices adjacent to vertex vi,x in
sub-graph Gs. Consequently, this modified weight is large for
vertices both having large raw weights and adjacent to vertices
in Gs with large raw weights themselves. This last condition
helps in selecting the vertices having high chance in being in
a maximal clique with a large total sum of raw weights.
The procedure determines the desired clique κ iteratively
by selecting the vertex with the maximum modified weight
in each iteration. After each vertex selection, the modified
weights are re-computed in the subgraph of vertices that are
adjacent to all previously selected vertices in κ, and then the
vertex having the new maximum modified weight is selected.
This procedure stops when no more adjacent vertices to all
previously selected vertices in κ are found.
C. Determination of Packet Combination
Once the desired clique κ is determined, the packet com-
bination P? is simply determined as follows. First, pick the
vertex vi,xmin with smallest dimension in κ. As shown in the
proof of Theorem 2, the packet set xmin of this vertex should
be all, or all except for one, in the union of the packet set and
Has set of every vertex in κ intersecting with it. Otherwise,
Condition BC1? will be violated. The vertices in κ with non-
intersecting packet sets with xmin will have all their packet
sets in Hi and vice versa, as mandated by BC2?. Thus, the
packet combination P?1 , including all the source packets in
xmin, will benefit all the vertices in κ having intersecting
packet sets with xmin, and will be all in the Has sets of the
remaining vertices of κ. Thus, the vertices having intersecting
packet sets with xmin are removed from κ as they are already
served by P?1 .
For the remaining vertices in κ, we can repeat the above
procedure several times (thus finding P?2 , P?3 , . . . ) until no
vertex remains in κ. Thus, the combination P? = P?1 ∪ P?2 ∪
P?3∪. . . is definitely a combination that benefits all the vertices
of κ. Note that this procedure is of O(M) complexity since
there exists at most M vertices in any given clique.
D. Overall Complexity
From the previous descriptions, we can see that the maxi-
mum complexity of any one procedure is O(M2N2), which
means that this complexity dominates all others and is the
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Fig. 1. Completion time comparisons against IDNC and global optimal
solution.
actual complexity of the whole algorithm. Note that this
algorithm is more complex than the corresponding algorithms
in IDNC with only a factor of O(N). Most importantly, this
complexity is much lower than that of handling exponentially
increasing virtual queues (in M and possibly N for some
cases), which is a common practice in most works allowing
storage of undecoded packet combinations in ONC [1]–[5].
VII. CASE STUDY: COMPLETION TIME PROBLEM
The completion time problem is one of the most funda-
mental problems in packet delivery using network coding. The
completion time is defined as the total number of transmissions
until all the receivers get all their missing packets. In this sec-
tion, we present the performance of our proposed algorithmic
procedures using our designed O2-ONC graph in solving the
completion time problem over heterogenous erasure channels.
We also compare its performance to both IDNC and the global
optimal performance achievable by any linear network code.
IDNC and O2-ONC are tested for both the optimal and search
clique approaches. In our proposed O2-ONC graph, the raw
weights of vertices are set as in [6], which were found to be
one of the best weights to reduce the completion time using
IDNC. For fairness of comparison, all compared approaches
are assumed to use linearly independent coding combinations
across all transmissions.
Fig. 1 depicts the case-study comparison against the number
of receivers (for 30 packets and average erasure probability of
0.15) and the average erasure probability (for 30 packets and
60 receivers). Both comparisons show the expected outper-
formance of our proposed algorithms compared to IDNC for
larger number of receivers and erasure probabilities, especially
for the more practical clique search approach. They also show
that even the simple clique search O2-ONC approach almost
achieves optimality over all linear network codes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a graph model and algorithmic
procedure that can optimize any metric in O2-ONC, with
only a linear increase in complexity (with the number of
packets N ) compared to the well-studied IDNC solutions. This
graph model is based on a new generalized definition of the
graph vertices and the novel notion of vertex aggregation.
Constrained P-VACs were derived and proven to guarantee
the benefit of every clique in the graph by only one coded
transmission. Simulation results for solving the completion
time problem using our proposed framework has shown closer
performance to the optimal one, compared to the IDNC
solution, especially for large and harsh-channel networks.
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H1 = {p3}
H2 = {p2} H3 = {p4}
v2,{3,4} v3,{1,3}
v1,{1,2}
Fig. 2. Example of a proper clique between 3 vertices in the O2-ONC
graph (The rest of the vertices are hidden to emphasize this clique). Each two
vertices satisfy either of the Simple P-VACs in Definition 4.
APPENDIX A
CLARIFYING EXAMPLES
Example 1. A receiver ri with Hi = {p1, p3, p5, p7} and
Wi = {p2, p4, p6, p8} is storing the following combinations:
• Pa = a1p1 + a2p2 + a3p4.
• Pb = b1p3 + b2p4 + b3p7 + b4p8.
Clearly, these 2 O2-IPs collectively include only 3 source
packets from Wi and satisfy the conditions in Definition 1.
Consequently, these 3 source packets can be represented
in the O2-ONC graph by only ONE vertex vi,{2,4,8}. This
representation means that ri can decode all three source
packets if it receives only ONE of these source packets or ONE
appropriate combination of any of them that satisfy the above
decodability conditions. For example, if ri receives p2, p4, p8,
or any combination of two or three or them (and possibly
combined with other packets in Hi, it will have 3 equations in
3 unknown source packets, which will result in their decoding.
Example 2. In the same scenario of Example 1, if ri receives
a coded packet Pc = c1p2 + c2p5 + c3p6 + c4p8, it can be
seen that, by excluding the Has set packets of ri from Pc,
the remaining source packets belong to either vertex vi,{2,4,8}
or vi,6. Despite the fact that Pc has more than 2 (in fact 3)
packets fromWi, it still is considered as an O2−IP according
to Definition 2 and its reception at ri results in aggregating the
vertices vi,{2,4,8} and vi,6 into one vertex vi,{2,4,6,8}. Indeed,
ri now needs to receive only ONE of these source packets or
ONE combination of them (again possibly with other packets
from Hi), which can be used along with Pa, Pb and Pc to
decode all of these four source packets. Thus, they must be all
represented by ONE vertex in the O2-ONC graph.
Example 3. Fig. 2 shows an example of a proper 3-clique
in the shown graph scenario. We can easily see that all
combinations {p1, p3} or {p1, p4} or {p2, p3} or {p2, p4}
will definitely either decode each of these vertices or will
aggregate it with another vertex of the same receiver. For
example, {p1, p3} will decode vertices v1,{1,2} and v3,{1,3},
and will aggregate v2,{3,4} and v2,1 into one vertex v2,{1,3,4}.
Example 4. Fig. 3 depicts four vertices, each pair of which
satisfying BC2, and thus forming a 4-clique according to
it. Define B(P) as the set of vertices benefiting (achieving
decodability or aggregation) from P . A packet combination
benefiting each vertex must have a least one source packet
v2,{3,4}
v3,{5,6}
v4,{7,8}
v1,{1,2}
H1 = {p3, p6, p8}
H2 = {p1, p5, p7}
H3 = {p2, p4, p8}
H4 = {p1, p3, p5}
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p1, p3, p6, p8})
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p2, p3, p6, p8})
v3,{5,6} /2 B ({p1, p3, p6, p7})
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p2, p3, p6, p7})
v3,{5,6} /2 B ({p1, p3, p5, p8})
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p2, p3, p5, p8})
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p1, p4, p6, p8})
v2,{3,4} /2 B ({p2, p4, p6, p8})
Fig. 3. Example showing four vertices, each pair of which satisfying BC2.
from its packet set. For example, a packet combination P
benefiting v1,{1,2} must include p1 or p2 or both. Now to serve
the other vertices without violating the benefit of v1,{1,2}, it
is easy to see that P must have at least two elements from
H1. On the right, we can see all combinations of minimum
size that satisfy both above conditions. Any larger combination
will definitely include one of these combinations in it. We can
see that each of these combinations is not benefiting one other
vertex, and thus there does not exist any coding combination
that can benefit all the vertices.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We can deal with the |x| − 1 (|y| − 1) O2-IP packets of
vertex vi,x (vi,y) as a set of |x|−1 (|y|−1) independent linear
equations in |x| (|y|) variables. When the packet P , defined as
shown above, is received by ri, the packets belonging to Hi
(if any) in P can be cancelled and we get one extra equation
in variables that belong to x∪y only. But since P∩x 6= ∅ and
P∩y 6= ∅, then this extra equation, along the |x|−1 equations
of vi,x and |y|−1 equations of vi,y represent |x|−1+|y|−1+
1 = |x|+|y|−1 equations all in the |x|+|y| variables of x∪y.
Consequently, we can solve for all these variables (i.e. decode
all these packets) by only receiving one extra equation in the
same variables. Thus, as per Definition 1, all these packets
must be represented by only one vertex vi,x∪y .
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this proof, we denote by p{s} any source packets in set
s.
We first prove the first statement of the theorem. For the
case of K = 2:
• If BC1 is true for any two vertices vi,x and vk,y , then
P = p{x∩y} will be instantly decodable for both receivers
ri and rk.
• If BC2 is true for any two two vertices vi,x and vi,x, then
P = {p{x∩Hk}, p{y∩Hi}} will be instantly decodable for
both receivers i and k.
For the case of K = 3:
• If BC1 is true for only two vertices vi,x and vk,y ,
then from our analysis of the two receivers case, there
exists an instantly decodable packet p{x∩y} for these two
vertices. Now, if another third vertex vm,z of receiver
rm is adjacent to both vi,x and vk,y (according to either
BC1 or BC2), then the combination P = {p{x∩y}, p{z}}
will definitely be either instantly decodable or aggre-
gating (from Lemma 1) for ri (rk) if p{z} ∈ x ∪ Hi
(p{z} ∈ y ∪ Hk) or p{z} ∈ Wi \ x (p{z} ∈ Wk \ y),
respectively. The combination P will also be instantly
decodable or aggregating to vertex rm if p{x∩y} ∈ z∪Hm
or p{x∩y} ∈ Wm\z, respectively. Thus, the three vertices
will definitely benefit from this combination.
• If BC2 is true pairwise between three vertices vi,x, vk,y
and vm,z , consider the following combination:
P = {p{x∩Hk}, p{y∩Hm}, p{z∩Hi}} (3)
From ri’s perspective, it can eliminate p{z∩Hi}
(because it has it). The remaining combination{
p{x∩Hk}, p{y∩Hm}
}
will definitely be either instantly
decodable or aggregating (from Lemma 1) for ri if
p{y∩Hm} ∈ x ∪ Hi or p{y∩Hm} ∈ Wi \ x, respectively.
Similar arguments can be proven for receivers rk and
rm after eliminating their Has packets p{x∩Hk} and
p{y∩Hm}, respectively.
Now to prove the second statement, let us first consider the
case of K = 4. Assume four vertices vi,x, vj,y , vk,z and vm,w
forming a 4-clique because they pairwise satisfy Condition
BC1. For this clique, we can always generate the following
packet combination:
P = {p{x∩y}, p{z∩w}} (4)
Clearly, the first source packet p{x∩y} is instantly decodable
for vertices vi,x and vj,y and the second source packet p{z∩w}
is instantly decodable for vertices vk,z and vm,w. Thus, P will
definitely be either instantly decodable or aggregating (from
Lemma 1) for ri (rj) if p{z∩w} ∈ x ∪Hi (p{z∩w} ∈ y ∪Hj)
or p{z∩w} ∈ Wi\x (p{z∩w} ∈ Wj \y), respectively. Similarly,
P will definitely be either instantly decodable or aggregating
(from Lemma 1) for rk (rm) if p{x∩y} ∈ z ∪ Hk (p{x∩y} ∈
w∪Hm) or p{x∩y} ∈ Wk \z (p{x∩y} ∈ Wm\w), respectively.
Thus, these vertices are guaranteed to form a proper 4-clique.
Now assume K = 5 by adding one extra vertex vn,u
pairwise satisfying BC1 with all the above four vertices. We
may fall into the following situation:
• The intersection of any three packets sets of the above 5
vertices is empty (because BC1 guarantees only pairwise
intersections between packet sets).
• Every source packet in the intersection of any two packet
sets is in the Lack set of at least one of the three other
vertices.
In this situation, there does not exist a packet combination
that can instantly decode or further aggregate all five vertices.
Thus, this 5-clique is not proper. This situation may occur for
any K ≥ 5 and the second statement of the theorem follows.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume any set of vertices that are all adjacent to each
other according to their pairwise satisfaction of BC1∗. Let
dmin be the dimension of the one or multiple vertices having
the smallest dimension in this clique and let vi,xmin be one
of such vertices.
Case 1: dmin = 1
In this case, there exists at least one vertex vi,xmin with
dimension 1, thus getting all its adjacency to all the
other vertices of the clique by the first entry of (1) when
min{|x|, |y|} = 1. Consequently, all the vertices of the clique
will have xmin (consisting of one packet) in their packet sets
and thus this packet will be instantly decodable for all the
vertices of this clique.
Case 2: |y| ≥ |x| ≥ 2, x ∩Hk = ∅
Note that this case covers the second and third entries of (1)
when x \ Hk = x.
In this case, any other vertex than vi,xmin must have at
least dmin − 1 source packets from xmin in their packet sets,
or else BC1∗ will be violated. The number of different sub-
combinations of these dmin − 1 source packets out to dmin
ones is equal to
(
dmin
dmin−1
)
= dmin sub-combinations. Out of
these dmin possible sub-combinations, the number of sub-
combinations having one arbitrary common packet p ∈ xmin
is equal to
(
dmin−1
dmin−2
)
= dmin − 1. Thus, there exists only one
sub-combination y = xmin \ p, (|y| = dmin− 1) that does not
have this one common packet p.
Now as stated above, every vertex other than vi,xmin in the
formed clique will have one of the dmin sub-combinations of
size dmin − 1 in its packet set. Note that if there exists more
than dmin vertices in the clique, then from the pigeonhole prin-
ciple, more than one vertex will have the same combination in
its packet set. Consequently, each of these vertices will either
include the common packet p or a the whole sub-combination
y. Thus, the packet combination P = {p, p′} (p′ being any
source packet in y) will have the following effect on all the
vertices of the clique:
• For any vertex vk,z having p ∈ z, P will be either
instantly decodable or aggregating if p′ ∈ Hk or p′ ∈ Wk,
respectively.
• For any vertex vm,w having p′ ∈ w, P will be either
instantly decodable or aggregating if p ∈ Hm or p ∈ Wm,
respectively.
Clearly, P will be also instantly decodable for vi,xmin . Thus,
P is instantly decodable or aggregating to all the vertices of
the clique, thus making the clique proper.
Case 3: |y| > |x| ≥ 2, x ∩Hk 6= ∅
Again in this case, every vertex vk,y other than vi,xmin in the
formed clique will have one of the dmin sub-combinations
of size dmin − 1, but this time these dmin − 1 source packets
are distributed between the Has set Hk of this vertex and its
packet set y. Thus, the packet combination P = xmin (i.e.
the combination of all the source packets in xmin) will have
the following effect on the vertices of the clique:
• For any vertex vk,y having |(xmin \ Hk) ∩ y| = |xmin \
Hk| (which is equivalent to xmin \ Hk ⊆ y), all the
elements of P will be either in Hk and y. Thus, the
packet combination will be instantly decodable for y.
• For any vertex vk,y having |(xmin \ Hk) ∩ y| = |xmin \
Hk| − 1 (which is equivalent to |(xmin \ Hk) \ y| = 1),
dmin−1 elements of P will be either inHk and y, leaving
only one source packet in P outside these two sets. Thus,
P will aggregate vk,y or another vertex of rk.
Clearly, P will be also instantly decodable for vi,xmin . Thus,
P is instantly decodable or aggregating to all the vertices of
the clique, thus making the clique proper.
